CrowdCleaner: Data Cleaning for Multi-version Data on the Web via Crowdsourcing
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Abstract—Multi-version data is often one of the most concerned information on the Web since this type of data is usually updated frequently. Even though there exist some Web information integration systems that try to maintain the latest update version, the maintained multi-version data usually includes inaccurate and invalid information due to the data integration or update delay errors. In this demo, we present CrowdCleaner, a smart data cleaning system for cleaning multi-version data on the Web, which utilizes crowdsourcing-based approaches for detecting and repairing errors that usually cannot be solved by traditional data integration and cleaning techniques. In particular, CrowdCleaner blends active and passive crowdsourcing methods together for rectifying errors for multi-version data.

We demonstrate the following four facilities provided by CrowdCleaner: (1) an error-monitor to find out which items (e.g., submission date, price of real estate, etc.) are wrong versions according to the reports from the crowds, which belongs to a passive crowdsourcing strategy; (2) a task-manager to allocate the tasks to human workers intelligently; (3) a smart-decision-maker to identify which answer from the crowds is correct with active crowdsourcing methods; and (4) a whom-to-ask-finder to discover which users (or human workers) should be the most credible according to their answer records.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the big data era, we are experiencing a boosting of Web services, and the data on the Web is playing an important role. Moreover, among all such services, the data from one type of them is observed with frequent updates, which is termed as multi-version data on the Web [1]. For example, the latest values of real estate, deadlines of call-for-papers, and current fuel prices in different districts, etc.

In order to maintain these latest updates, some automatical Web data integration systems have been developed. Most of them adopt the two-phase paradigm: web crawling-based automated information extraction and data integration. Although many machine-learning-based techniques are incorporated into these systems to enhance data quality [2], the incorrect and inconsistent multi-version data usually appears due to the delays in updates and errors while integrating updates. In the following, we use two real examples to illustrate the errors in multi-version data on the Web.

Example 1: (Deadlines of Call-For-Papers) Call-for-papers data is a representative multi-version data on the Web due to the frequent updates of the corresponding deadlines. Figure 1(a) is the screenshot of the current call-for-paper information of the ICDE 2013 conference in WikiCFP website, which is a best-known Web data integration system about data of call-for-papers. It includes the conference name, a link of its official website, important dates, conference location, and more detailed description. We can find that the submission deadline, which is highlighted by a red rectangle, is July 20th, 2012. However, the actual deadline is July 23rd according to the ICDE 2013 official website. Similarly, the final version due date is also incorrect.

Example 2: (Latest Retail Grocery Prices) The grocery prices fluctuates on a daily basis due to transportation, storage and many other reasons; and the prices from different retailers vary according to different business situations and policies. Figure 1(b) is the screenshot of the price information about one product of Celestial Tea, taken from a realtime integrator of Web grocery information named mysupermarket.com. As highlighted in Figure 1(b) the product price decreases greatly today(Sep 6th) and a change of price from Walgreens is just reported. However, the website tracks only three major retailers, and the price frequently observes delays. On the contrary, certain domestic retailers may provide more competitive price, but the integration of such physically distributed information entails more active surveillance.

In the aforementioned examples, these errors arise from data integration errors, update delays, or both. Thus, it is very difficult for the existing data cleaning approaches [3], [4] to guarantee the high quality multi-version data by only relying on machines. For example, it is hard to obtain the editing rules and master data [4] because of the uncertainty of updates. In reality, most existing techniques, like the integrity constraints-based methods and the dependence-based methods, assume that data sources are static and have no potential changes. Thus, they cannot handle the update delay errors.

To improve the quality of multi-version data in Web data integration system, we propose a novel data cleaning platform, called CrowdCleaner, via crowdsourcing approaches, which has been considered as a promising solution for the data cleaning and integration problems [5]. In other words, based on the designed platform, we do not only organize human workers to detect and repair false or delay versions of updates but also automatically determine which version of data should be accepted. Different from most of the recent work of crowdsourcing-based data management, which requires the users to specify a query, such as ranking [6], join [7], etc., to crowds (a.k.a. human workers), both users and human workers are likely the same since users find errors (which means that users give queries) and repair the errors (which represents that human workers finish jobs). Therefore, the most existing work may be called active crowdsourcing because users actively send queries to crowds, but our platform uses an active-and-passive hybrid crowdsourcing framework. To implement the hybrid framework, we face the following two challenges.
Challenge 1: Which repaired version of data is correct when human workers submit several different suggestions? In CrowdCleaner platform, for an incorrect multi-version data (e.g., submission date in a call-for-paper), human workers may submit several different suggestions for repairing. Thus, the repaired suggestion may be considered as a discrete random variable, and then we use entropy to measure the consistency of the suggestions. If these suggestions are inconsistent, this system will consult with related experts. Otherwise, the system will repair the item according to the suggestion associated with the highest probability.

Challenge 2: Which human workers are the most credible? To save the consultation cost, could we ask the most credible human workers instead of consulting with experts? In other words, for incorrect information, which human workers should be prioritized to be asked by the system? As more and more users participate in the system, we collect many logs of human workers and propose a probabilistic model to analyze which group of human workers is the most credible. More details will be introduced in Section II-A.

Furthermore, the critical techniques of CrowdCleaner are described in Section II-B.

A. System Architecture

The architecture of CrowdCleaner is depicted in Figure 2. CrowdCleaner adopts the crowdsourcing strategy to inspect and repair the incorrect items. In contrast to the most existing active crowdsourcing methods, which require that users actively provide questions or queries to human workers, CrowdCleaner system uses an active-and-passive hybrid crowdsourcing framework. On the one hand, the error-monitor module passively waits for the error reports from human workers rather than the system actively identifies errors. The passive approach can minimize the monitoring cost due to too much delay and incorrect versions of updates for multi-version data. On the other hand, after the errors are collected, the task-manager module actively assigns these error-repair tasks to the crowds. According to the feedbacks from human workers, the smart-decision-maker module evaluates which suggestion for repairing is correct. Meanwhile, the whom-to-ask-finder module also analyzes which workers are the most credible.

As a crowdsourcing-based system, how to encourage crowds to finish tasks is always the primary problem. CrowdCleaner designs a credits-based scheme to motivate human workers. In this scheme, each user is assigned with some credits when his or her system account initializes. Then, users have to spend their credits when he or she tries to report an error, but these spent credits and some bonus credits are returned by the system if his or her report is correct. Moreover, a user can also earn credits if he or she performs a crowdsourcing task correctly. In CrowdCleaner, users are encouraged to accumulate credits to build up their prestige. According to the credits-based scheme, we hope to avoid the spam answers as many as possible, meanwhile, the credible human workers can be motivated. In the following paragraphs, we briefly present the four core components in CrowdCleaner.

**Error-monitor.** It discovers the new errors of multi-version data and evaluates whether each reported error is valuable. When human workers report the errors, the error-monitor module is woken up. Then, the error-monitor module determines which reported errors are the actual errors, or the spam reports, according to the function which involves the users’ credits, frequency of the reported errors, and several other parameters. Finally, only the errors passing the evaluation of the error-monitor module are submitted to the task-manager module.
**Task-manager.** It assigns the questions to human workers based on the submitted errors from the **error-monitor** module. The **task-manager** module first posts the corresponding questions to the crowds. If the feedbacks from the crowds have a big discrepancy, the **task-manager** receives the request from the **smart-decision-maker** module and sends the question to the experts according to the constraint conditions (e.g., consultation cost budget). In addition, after the **whom-to-ask-finder** module discovers some credible human workers, the **task-manager** prefers to allocate tasks to these credible workers, so that the risk of spam workers can be reduced. Besides the task assignment, the **task-manager** module assists the **whom-to-ask-finder** module to train human workers’ credibility. Sometimes the **task-manager** module allocates some tasks with known ground truths to train the credible human workers for the **whom-to-ask-finder** module.

**Smart-decision-maker.** This is the most important module of **CrowdCleaner.** It not only interacts with the **task-manager** and **whom-to-ask-finder** modules but also determines the final repaired results. Even though the credits-based scheme can reduce spam answers, the feedbacks from different human workers can be still inconsistent. Thus, each expected repaired result is actually considered as a discrete random variable. The **smart-decision-maker** module employs the **entropy-based decision strategy**, whose details will be introduced in Section II-B, to determine whether the answers of human workers are consistent. If repaired answers are inconsistent, the **smart-decision-maker** module requests the **task-manager** module to consult with the experts in order to ensure which answer is correct. Otherwise, the feedback with the most votes is the repaired result. Moreover, **CrowdCleaner** maintains a list of experts, who are some computer scientists and our system administrators. Thus, the feedbacks from the experts are always correct because those repaired answers are manually repaired by the experts. In addition, **CrowdCleaner** ignores the conflicts of experts’ feedbacks since the latest version of a multi-version data is usually unique.

**Whom-to-ask-finder.** This module is another important component and contribution of **CrowdCleaner.** As mentioned in Section II, the multi-version data on the Web easily generates update delay errors due to frequent updates. Thus, it is usually impractical to wait for a long period (e.g., one week) in order to fix the errors. However, the experts are often busy and may not be able to provide feedback immediately. In other words, it is not always efficient to consult with the experts. In order to solve this challenge, **CrowdCleaner** designs the **who-to-ask-finder** module, which finds some credible human workers instead of experts. Based on the credits of human workers, this module employs a majority-voting-based model to determine which group of human workers has the highest confidence under the given constraints (e.g., the maximum inquiry number of human worker according to the average responding time)[8], [9]. It makes sense to set the constraints so that the repair is valuable, otherwise the more updates would happen before our repair. More detailed techniques regarding the **whom-to-ask-finder** module are discussed in Section II-B.

**B. Critical Techniques**

In this subsection, we mainly introduce two critical techniques, **entropy-based decision strategy** and **whom-to-ask-finder**, in the **CrowdCleaner** system.

**Entropy-based decision strategy.** As discussed above, for an error, the repaired suggestions from different human workers maybe inconsistent. According the frequencies of different suggestions, the possibility of each suggestion, $x_i$ (1 ≤ i ≤ n), is denoted $Pr(x_i)$. Formally, we define the entropy of an expected repaired result, $X$, as follows.

$$H(X) = - \sum_{i=1}^{n} Pr(x_i) \log Pr(x_i)$$  (1)

We adopt the entropy to measure the diversity of repaired suggestions from crowds. When the diversity is too large, we further use the submodularity of entropy to clean the uncertainty of spam suggestions. More details of entropy-based decision strategy can be found in [10].

**Whom-to-ask-finder.** The **who-to-ask-finder** module is to find some credible human workers instead of experts. Formally, a group of credible workers is a set of workers $CW_n = \{cw_1, cw_2, \ldots, cw_n\} \subseteq W$ with size $n$, where each $cw_i$ is associated with an individual confidence $c_i$, and $W$ is the set of all human workers. Then, we can define the group confidence of credible workers as follows.

$$GC(CW_n) = Pr(|C| \geq \lceil \frac{n}{2} \rceil) = Pr(|C| \geq \frac{n + 1}{2})$$

$$= \sum_{k=\lceil \frac{n}{2} \rceil}^{n} \sum_{A \subseteq F_k} \prod_{i \in A} c_i \prod_{j \in A^c} (1 - c_j)$$

where $|C|$ the number of human workers who give the correct suggestion, and $F_k = \{A||A| = k, A \subseteq CW_n\}$ is all subsets of $CW_n$ with size $k$ and $A^c$ is the complementary set of $A$.  

![Fig. 3. Functionalities of CrowdCleaner](image)
The group confidence of credible workers is used to measure which human workers are credible. Furthermore, we design a divide-and-conquer algorithm and an effective bounding technique to optimize the computation of group confidence of credible workers. More detailed can be found in [8], [9].

III. DEMONSTRATION OVERVIEW

In this section, we describe a variety of scenarios of CrowdCleaner platform in detail, and explain the aims of our demonstration. The CrowdCleaner system is enabled to tackle a wide range of multi-version data cleaning challenges, including deadlines in call-for-papers, latest prices of goods in supermarkets, current prices of real estate and so on. However, for brevity’s sake, we illustrate the functionalities of the system based on the process of cleaning call-for-papers data.

As discussed in Example 1, the submission deadline of ICDE 2013 is incorrect. We specially keep this error in CrowdCleaner system for this demo. In particular, based on the error of the submission deadline of the ICDE 2013, we exhibit the following four scenarios of CrowdCleaner to the audiences. (1) how CrowdCleaner monitors the error reports from crowds with the aid of the user-friendly interface (Figure 3(a)); (2) how human workers work on the crowdsourcing platform? In other words, how the task-manager module allocates questions to the human workers effectively (Figure 3(b)); (3) how CrowdCleaner identifies which feedback should be the correct repaired result (Figure 3(c)); (4) how the credible human workers discovered by the whom-to-ask-finder can help CrowdCleaner enhance the quality of repaired results.

Error-monitor. We shall demonstrate how CrowdCleaner obtains the error reports from users. Continued on Example 1, Figure 3(a) shows that a user is reporting the error of the submission deadline of the ICDE 2013 and providing a correct suggestion, July 23rd 2012, for repairing this error. After sending this error report, the error-monitor module is woken up. We assume that the user has high credits, so the error-monitor module will activate the task-manager module to execute the crowdsourcing-based operation.

Task-manager. After receiving the reported errors, the task-manager module allocates the corresponding problems to the crowds. In Figure 3(b), task-manager sends a question, “when is the correct submission deadline of the ICDE 2013?”, to a worker by the smart-phone platform. The worker can choose whether to answer this question. If he chooses to answer, the worker needs to select or input a correct date. Otherwise, he can answer other questions via touching the “next” button. In particular, CrowdCleaner also provides the link of the official website for answering the question as easily as possible.

Smart-decision-maker. After questions are assigned to human workers by the task-manager module, the smart-decision-maker module collects the feedbacks from workers. For example, Figure 3(c) is the screenshot of the system administrator to show the distribution of feedbacks from 50 random human workers. Although more than half of the workers select the correct date, July 23rd, other workers provide different feedbacks. The entropy of this expected repaired answer is 1.14. If the threshold is 0.6, CrowdCleaner consults with experts.

Whom-to-ask-finder. In order to avoid the feedback delay from the experts, the whom-to-ask-finder module can discover the credible workers as the substitutes of experts. For the same question, “when is the correct submission deadline of the ICDE 2013?”, if the task-manager pushes the question to credible workers, the distribution of feedbacks from 24 credible workers is shown in Figure 3(d). We observe that the majority of 24 workers select July 23rd as the correct answer. The entropy of the expected repaired answer from these credible workers is very low. Therefore, whom-to-ask-finder can reduce the risk of spam human workers and help CrowdCleaner enhance the data quality.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this demo, we present a novel data cleaning prototype platform, called CrowdCleaner, for cleaning multi-version data on the web via crowdsourcing. Since multi-version data easily leads to the update delay and the data integration errors, most existing data integration and cleaning approaches do not work. In order to wipe out the errors of multi-version data, CrowdCleaner adopts an (active-and-passive) hybrid crowdsourcing framework, which consists of the following four modules. (1) Error-monitor. In contrast to the recent active crowdsourcing methods, the error-monitor module uses the passive crowdsourcing method to wait for the human workers to report errors so that the monitoring cost is minimized. (2) Task-manager. It allocates the tasks to the crowds intelligently and assists whom-to-ask-finder to train the human workers’ creditabilities. (3) Smart-decision-maker. It aims to identify which suggestion for repairing is correct. The entropy-based decision strategy is proposed to measure the consistency of the suggestions from the crowds. If the suggestions are inconsistent, it consults with the experts, otherwise the highest probability suggestion is selected as the repaired answer. (4) Whom-to-ask-finder. In order to save the consulting cost, it can obtain the credibility information of human workers to replace experts according to the answers log of the crowds.
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